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Since its inception, the department, in spite of its relatively small size, has trained a disproportionately large
number of the major anthropological scholars in the United States and the world. Reflecting its history and
continued commitment to an integrated study of all aspects of anthropology, the department offers courses in
two special fields: Tozzer Library continue to be the major resource bases for anthropology in the University.
The Tozzer, with its , volumes, is the only anthropology library that indexes articles by both subject and
author. In addition to its distinguished collections, the Peabody Museum houses the anthropology department
which ahs laboratory facilities in mass spectrometry, genetics, paleontology, skeletal biology, reproductive
ecology and nutritional ecology. Beyond the immediate limits of the graduate anthropology programs,
Harvard also offers intellectual opportunities for graduate students that are difficult to match elsewhere â€”
Widener Library, the Museum of Comparative Zoology, the Bauer Center for Genomics Research, the
Concord Field Station, the Fogg Art Museum, the computing resources, and, above all, the distinguished
departments in the other social sciences, natural sciences, and humanities. Members of the Department of
Anthropology often coordinate their research with other faculties in the University and encourage their
students to tailor programs to their individual interests, drawing on all assets of the University. Additional
research opportunities at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston University, Brandeis, and other
educational institutions in the Boston area are available to faculty and students of the department through a
coordinated program of facility sharing. Fieldwork or lab work, essential components of graduate training in
the department, is available to students as participants on Harvard-sponsored projects or through individual
projects. Another opportunity offered to graduate students, after their first or second year of study, is assisting
faculty members in the preparation and teaching of undergraduate courses. Financial Aid Students admitted to
the PhD program receive five years of funding. This guarantee by the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
GSAS includes tuition and fees, plus ten months of stipend support in the G-1 and G-2 years; two years of
support from guaranteed teaching fellowships in the G-3 and G-4 years and a final year of support for
dissertation completion. Two-month summer research awards are available for the summers following the first
through the fourth years. Awards are reviewed annually and are contingent upon students making satisfactory
progress in their programs. Prospective graduate students are urged to apply for outside fellowships that offer
tuition and stipend support during graduate school. Eligible applicants are encouraged to investigate these
funding opportunities early in the application season. Anthropology students are eligible for Harvard grants,
including summer or termtime research awards, traveling fellowships, and dissertation completion awards.
Many students also receive support from such sources as the Social Science Research Council, the National
Science Foundation, the WennerGren Foundation for Anthropological Research, Foreign Language and Area
Studies fellowships, and scholarships offered by other departments or research centers in the University. An
exception to this general rule will be made for applicants to the medical anthropology program. As the statutes
of the University state that at least one year of residence at the full tuition rate is required for each Harvard
degree, those students who take a Harvard AM are reminded that when they continue for the PhD, they must
complete an additional year of residence in the Harvard Graduate School at the full tuition rate. Previous
concentration in anthropology is not required. All applicants are required to take the aptitude tests of the
Graduate Record Examinations. Program of Study Archaeology and Social Anthropology have their own
programs of study and examination procedures. Students apply to one of these programs. Academic residence
Minimum of two years of full-time study up to 16 half-courses or equivalent. The department considers a
period of five years in residence the norm for PhD candidates, after which they will receive lowest priority for
access to departmental aid and facilities. Admission The application for admission may be obtained and
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submitted at www. P r o g r a m s o f S t u d y 5 Archaeology The principal objectives of the graduate program
in archaeology are to provide 1 informed, critical examinations of core issues in archaeology, 2 comprehensive
training in principal methods and theories of anthropologically oriented archaeology, and 3 direction and
support for PhD candidates preparing for research and teaching positions in a wide variety of domains of
archaeological practice. While students who wish to pursue PhD training in any area of expertise are invited to
apply to the program, there are several domains of particular strength in terms of faculty interests,
departmental facilities, and institutional resources. Principal strengths in archaeology at Harvard include: The
expectation is that the student will be able to complete the program in six years. Each student will have a
faculty advisor, whose research interests will be close to those of the student. The student will meet with their
advisory committee at least once during each of the first two years of residence, generally before or during the
first week of classes in the fall term. The purpose of these meetings is to review proposed plans of study,
completion of the language and other requirements, and overall progress in the program. The progress of each
student will be assessed annually by the archaeology faculty, and this appraisal will be communicated to the
candidate. An overall B average is expected of the student. Incomplete INC grades are expected to be made up
on time by the end of the term following the term in which the INC was taken. No grade of INC can fulfill any
departmental requirement. This fieldwork is frequently related to gathering data for the dissertation. Course
requirements During the first two years of graduate study, the student will normally enroll in 16 half courses
four each term. Within this program of study, the following requirements must be fulfilled: In addition, and as
part of the 16 halfcourse requirement, the following seminar must be taken prior to the prospectus defense: In
addition, research time Time R can be utilized with advisor and advisory committee approval as part of the 16
half-course requirement. Courses taken to fulfill requirements a-d must be passed with a grade of B- or better.
In addition, students may continue to take formal classes into their third or fourth year should these be relevant
to fulfilling requirements e. Students are expected to obtain competence in quantitative methods or computer
applications e. The student shall meet with their advisory committee at least once during each of the first two
years of residence, generally before or during the first week of classes in the fall term. General examination
Near the end of the third term of graduate study there will be general examinations. These examinations will
consist of written and oral components pertaining to important issues in world archaeology. Dissertation
Prospectus and Special exam A dissertation topic is developed in consultations among the student, the
principal advisor, and other appropriate scholars. The dissertation prospectus consists of a proposal that
describes the research on which the dissertation will be based. It should include a statement of the problem s
and topic s to be addressed and should relate how the student intends to address them. The prospectus
normally should be no longer than 20 doublespaced typewritten pages of text and include relevant visual and
bibliographic materials as well as details on possible funding sources. Languages Proficiency in one modern,
scholarly language other than English is required. In addition, the candidate must attain proficiency in a
second scholarly language or in a field language or in a laboratory skill. Following the special examination, a
final dissertation prospectus must be prepared if the examining committee deems the preliminary dissertation
prospectus inadequate. A complete draft of the dissertation is expected to be submitted by the end of the sixth
year of graduate study, and the dissertation must be approved by the end of the eighth year of graduate study
or the student will be required to withdraw. Area Studies requirement All candidates must demonstrate
knowledge of the literature relating to their proposed area of ethnographic research. Students should consult
with their advisors to plan a course of study to meet this requirement, which will be tested at the time of the
dissertation prospectus examination. General examination All PhD candidates will be required to take a
written examination towards the end of their third term. Satisfactory performance on this examination is
required of all candidates before they may continue their PhD work. Social Anthropology Advisors On
admission to the program in social anthropology, each student is assigned an advisor. The student should seek
out this advisor at least once a term to discuss his or her progress and to work out a plan of study. The student
also should keep the advisor informed about progress while in the field. Language As a rule, students should
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demonstrate competence in two languages other than their first language. Dissertation Prospectus and
Conference All candidates must, in consultation with their advisors, select a dissertation topic and describe
their proposed doctoral research in a prospectus. The prospectus should 1 give a concise statement of the
problem of the dissertation or of the hypotheses it proposes to test, 2 be situated in a scholarly understanding
of the area, 3 provide a clear research design, and 4 demonstrate familiarity with the appropriate research
methods. The dissertation prospectus should be presented no later than the end of the third year. The
examining and Dissertation Committee and the Dissertation Defense The examining and dissertation
committee will be composed of at least three members, two of whom must be archaeology program faculty
members. The chair of the committee must be a member of the archaeology wing faculty. Normally the special
examination committee and the dissertation committee will be composed of the same individuals, although it
may be appropriate that substitutions or additions be made. A draft of the dissertation must be made available
to other members of the Department at least two weeks before the public defense. The text of the dissertation,
exclusive of charts, figures, and appendices, ordinarily may not exceed typewritten pages. After successful
completion of the defense and after the incorporation of any required revisions, signatures of the committee
members must be obtained on the dissertation acceptance Coursework The course of study in social
anthropology requires a minimum of 16 half-courses not including TIME , at least 12 of which must be in
anthropology. First year a Proseminar two half-courses ANTH a and b All candidates are required to take the
Proseminar in Social Anthropology, which is a full-year course designed especially for first-year graduate
students and intended to introduce them to the history and theory of the field. Dissertation and Defense A
dissertation committee, approved by the social anthropology faculty, will review the dissertation and decide
when it is ready for defense. The doctorate will be awarded when the candidate passes a defense. The final
manuscript of the dissertation must conform to the requirements described in The Form of the PhD
Dissertation. Any year b Area-Specific Ethnography one halfcourse All candidates are required to take one
area specific half-course devoted to the ethnography of the region in which they plan to do research. See Area
Studies Research, below. All course requirements must be fulfilled and the general exam passed before the
dissertation prospectus can be submitted. Candidates may not proceed to their dissertation research until the
dissertation prospectus has been approved. Normally, a complete draft of the dissertation must be submitted
within five years after entering the program exclusive of the time required to complete the dissertation
fieldwork. Students entering their seventh year P r o g r a m s o f S t u d y c Related Courses two half-courses
The department recommends PhD candidates to take at least one half-course in Archaeology. A student who
has already done extensive work in these fields may petition to be excused from this requirement, as may a
student whose advisor deems other courses more appropriate to his or her research interests. All students must
be able to demonstrate that they are making satisfactory progress toward the completion of their degree.
Failure to meet these deadlines normally will be grounds for dropping the student from candidacy. If dropped,
a student can be reinstated only by formal readmission to the Graduate School and to the department; the
student may also be required to retake the General Examination. Program of Study A minimum of eight
half-courses or equivalent, five of them in the Department of Anthropology, is required. These must include
the first term of the Proseminar, an ethnography course, and three courses in medical anthropology. Only one
course may be included that is outside of social anthropology. Required courses above this minimum are
determined individually. Each student will submit a dissertation which must be read and accepted by two
department members. Persons in this AM program are expected to provide their own funds. Academic
residence The minimum program consists of one academic year of full-time study eight halfcourses or
equivalent plus one summer. Where other professional or pre-professional commitments make it desirable to
spread this year of course work over a two-year period, that will be permitted. Some students will want to take
an extended program of full-time study over a two-year period, and in suitable cases that will also be allowed,
but no AM candidate will be permitted to remain in residence for more than a two-year period. PhD, Harvard,
, Charles P. Cultural process, settlement pattern analysis, sociopolitical evolution, the rise of complex culture,
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Maya epigraphy; Mesoamerica.
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Wolfe is also the co-founder of a "profound"[10] research project looking at the Power of Music for people
living with dementia. She attended the Young Blood Theatre group at the Riverside Studios between and
where she wrote and performed in a number of plays at the Riverside Theatre and Lyric Theatre. Wolfe
attended Ibstock Place School from age 3 to For her final year dissertation, Wolfe wrote about Canadian
singer-songwriter Leonard Cohen , which she received a first for and it was subsequently published online.
David Amram, who declared Wolfe to be "the Baroness of bob", invited the London singer songwriter to
perform at his residency night at the Cornelia Street Cafe in New York. This was released in December on
Roundhouse Records. Following the show, Wolfe and Marsalis became friends and he became an important
musical influence and mentor. First Single "Never Ever": Several magazines noted that Wolfe was "the first
artist to introduce Palm Top Theatre to her product". Wolfe cited in the book her musical influences which
included: The Next Web called this release "a brilliant inspiring idea that transcends novelty"[37] and Wired
magazine called it "bleeding edge. For this album, it began with a question. What would the anti-stream of
today look like? The Raw Space live stream was given high praise by TechCrunch ,[48] Axios website , Fast
Company magazine ,[49] Wired magazine [50] and New Scientist , who described it as "like walking around
in a dream someone had made for me"[51] and the BBC Radio 4 called it "transformative"[42] and "an
extraordinary production: Theatre and Engineering , and Wolfe is one of the first 21st century collaborators
joining the likes of past participants John Cage , Andy Warhol , Robert Rauschenberg. T that Bell Labs
pioneered 50 years ago. Wolfe was inspired by the work of neurologist Oliver Sacks and his book
Musicophilia , about the effects of music on the brain, and after several family members had been diagnosed
with the disease she decided to go and play to them. The Power of Music research tour ran for 4-months
between November and February and Wolfe performed her original music at Priory Group care homes across
the UK while responses were monitored, both during the live performance and in the weeks following as the
patients listened to the same songs on headsets. The findings, which included a significant improvement in
communication and memory,[10] were published in May and received positive press from The Times ,
Independent , Guardian , BBC Radio 4 ,[59] and Wired magazine [60] as the first study to both test and show
the benefits of new novel music. This is the first part of a larger project looking at the power of music to help
to reanimate people living with dementia which she recently discussed in an interview with Stanford
University for their "Of Sound Mind" TV show. Wolfe also collaborated with Punchdrunk on their Greenhive
Green[64] project as the musical artist for the installation. The competition engaged over 50, children, with 22,
wishes received in two days. Of these entries Wolfe chose ten finalists to record their wishes as part of the
single and star in the music video. Wolfe performed the first live music concert in their Minghella Studio.
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Diamonds, Graphite, and the Molecules of Life Nitrogen: The Nose Knows The Halogens: Whatever
disciplines our students ultimately pursue in their professional lives, the substance of that discipline will be
expressed in the molecular language of chemistry. Health and disease are being understood at the molecular
level, as are corrosion, adhesion, conductivity, memory, and thought. We explain how drugs work in terms of
their molecular structure; we make better contact lenses because we understand how the molecules in the
natural lenses in our eyes function; we produce tougher, stronger, and lighter materials to make cars more
fuel-efficient, to protect athletes from injury, and to enable the construction of environmentally friendly and
beautiful buildings because we understand how molecular structure determines physical properties. This text
introduces chemical principles in the context of other disciplines, but its heartland is the molecular language of
chemistry. Chemists see the world differently from the way others do, and that different point of view-the
molecular point of view-is the keystone of this text. They must recall the chemical principles they have
learned and apply them to situations which may not seem familiar. Sometimes the hardest part of solving
problems is recognizing the necessary information provided, identifying what is needed, and understanding
where to begin to work out the answer. We ask our students to do this in homework assignments, on exams,
and in the laboratory. Our experience is that the context makes the chemistry more interesting, more relevant,
and more memorable to students. By placing the concepts and facts of chemistry in a meaningful framework,
we make them easier for students to recall and draw upon when solving problems. To complement this
framework, we provide an easy-to-remember and consistent problem-solving approach for students to use as
they develop their problem-solving skills. Some students begin with page one of a chapter, and for them we
have started each chapter with A Look Ahead. We have used topics familiar to most students, but we place
them in chemical contexts that may surprise them. As students read, they find key terms in boldface and
defined in the text as well as in the margin. We have deliberately duplicated this material so that students xx
Preface I can continue reading without interruption, while those reviewing a chapter can quickly find the
important terms and definitions. All key terms are also defined in the Glossary in the back of the book. We
have worked with artists to create molecular art that is both appealing and informative. In most chapters we
have chosen specific concepts and figures to illustrate "What a Chemist Sees" see, for example, Figure 5.
Chemists look at the world at the molecular level, and students need to begin to incorporate this perspective as
they learn. We make these same important connections between topics in the book with Connection icons.
Denoted by the ChemTour icon, ChemTours demonstrate dynamic processes and help students visualize
events at the molecular level. In many cases, students can manipulate variables and observe the resulting
changes to a system. O1testions at the end of tutorials guide students through step-by-step problem-solving
exercises and offer useful feedback. Concept Tests are short, conceptual questions that are integrated
throughout each chapter. They serve as a self-check by asking students to Which contains more atoms-l oz of
gold Au or 1 oz of silver Ag? Concept Answm to Conupt Tl! Tests are designed so students can see for
themselves whether they have grasped a key concept. The answers to all Concept Tests can be found in the
back of the book. The parts of the chapter used most often by students are the Sample Exercises. For students
reading the entire chapter, the Sample Exercise takes the concept being discussed and shows them how to
apply it to a problem. For Calculating Molarity from Mass and Volume students who begin a chapter by
solving the end-of-chapter Problems, the PVC is widely used in constructing homes and office buildings, but
because vinyl Sample Exercises are the models they use when they get stuck. Because probchloride may leach
from PVC pipe, it is used for drain pipes, not for drinking water supplies. The maximum concentration of
vinyl chloride C H CI allowed lem solving is so important, Sample Exercises were a focus of this revision.
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What is this concentration in terms of molarity? This conversion involves changing mass in milligrams into
mass in grams and then and Organize, Analyze, Solve, and Think about it to represent a fourinto an equivalent
number of moles. In this step we restate the problem, identify the information given, and articulate what the
student is asked to find.
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Allen specializes in com- pilers, compiler optimization, and high-performance computers. Her early compiler
work culminated in the algorithms and technologies that are the basis for the theory of program optimization
and are widely used throughout the industry. Much of her work during the s was on the Advanced Computing
System project, another very high-performance computing system. In the late s and early s, she assembled the
widely acclaimed PTRAN team to develop par- allel translation methods, making parallel computers easier to
use. Shenda Baker received her B. After receiving her Ph. Baker became the Clare Boothe Luce Professor of
Chemistry at Harvey Mudd College, where she is presently teaching full time and continuing research in
surfaces and thin films. She received her Ph. As past President of the American Society for Engineering
Education and past Chair of the National Engineering Deans Council, she has been active in matters dealing
with engi- neering education and research and is a leader in efforts to increase the recruit- ment and retention
of women and minorities in engineering. She has published extensively in a variety technical journals and is a
frequent writer and speaker on the topic of recruitment and retention of women and minorities in engineering.
Stephanie Bird is Special Assistant to the Provost of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology where she
assists departments and research groups in the develop- ment of educational programs that address ethical
issues in research practice and the professional responsibilities of scientists. She is a laboratory-trained
neurosci- entist whose research interests now focus on the ethical, legal, and social policy implications of
scientific research. Bird holds a B. She has a Ph. Her graduate and postdoctoral work in the field of
neuroscience were supplemented with three years as a staff scientist at the Neurosciences Research Program, a
conceptual research center formerly affiliated with MIT. She has written numerous articles on issues in the
responsible conduct of research, on predictive testing for hereditary disease, and on mentoring and other
responsibilities of science professionals. She is co-editor of the journal Science and Engineering Ethics. Borg
received her Ph. There she has developed MECCA, an e-mail and world-wide-web-based system for
communicating in virtual commu- nities. She has published many scholarly articles. She is the founder of the
Grace Hopper Celebration of Women in Computing, the first technical computer science conference featuring
successful women in computing. Chubin began his career in federal service in at the Office of Technology
Assessment, U. Congress, where he directed the reports Educating Scientists and Engineers: Decisions for a
Decade
Before , he taught at four universities and is currently an adjunct professor in the
Cornell-in-Washington Program and the Northern Virginia Graduate Center of Virginia Tech. Chubin has
published six books, including Rethinking Science as a Career: Perceptions and Realities in the Physical
Sciences with S. In , he was elected a Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science,
and since he has served on the Board of Directors of the Commission on Professionals in Science and
Technology. Helen Davies received her B. Davies and her graduate students investigated bacterial
cytochromes using kinetic, immunological, and molecular biological techniques. Another main research area
of concern to Dr. Davies is the status of underrepresented minorities and women in academe. The recipient of
18 major teaching awards, including the Lindback Award, she is one of two Distinguished Basic Science
Educator awardees in her university. John Dowling received his A. He has taught at Harvard and Johns
Hopkins University. He was chairman of the Biology Department at Harvard from to and served as Associate
Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences from to He has been Master of Leverett House at Harvard since
Duncan is pursuing a Ph. Duncan is a member and tutor for the National Society of Black Engineers. As a
professional member of the U. Gymnastics Federation, she coaches and judges gymnastics. Elion received a B.
She joined the Wellcome Research Laboratories in as a biochemist. In , she was appointed head of the
Department of Experimental Therapy and continued in that position until when she became Scientist Emeritus.
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She is credited with the synthesis and codevelopment of two of the first successful drugs for the treatment of
leukemia theoguanine and mercaptopurine , as well as azathioprine, an agent to prevent the rejection of kidney
transplants. She also played a major role in the development of allopurinol for the treatment of gout and of
acyclovir, the first selective antiviral agent against herpes virus infections. She received her M. During her
postdoctoral training in the Department of Psychiatry at UCLA, she studied the development of physiological
responses to stress. Erskine has been involved in mentoring young women in science, not only through her
roles as a graduate mentor and teacher, but also through partic- ipation in programs for high school students.
She has been involved annually in hosting a day-long science career day for Boston area high school girls and
in mentoring high school girls who are doing advanced placement biology in carry- ing out research projects
in her lab. Her research focuses on women and men in scientific and academic occupations and organizations.
Her current work is a study of gender and doctoral education in science and engineering fields. Franz has
received several prestigious teaching awards. Before joining the APS staff, Dr. Franz served on the Council,
the Executive Board, and chaired many committees including the Committee on the Status of Women in
Physics. She has been very active in working to increase the number of women in science and is a past
councilor of AWIS. Franz received her B. She is rec- ognized for her research studying complex reactions
occurring on solid sur- faces. Her work places emphasis on defining the mechanism of reactions important in
semiconductor device fabrication and heterogeneous catalysis. She uses a combined chemical and
spectroscopic approach in order to fully understand surface processes such as catalytic sulfur removal
reactions on a molecular level. In addition to her research, Professor Friend is actively involved in teaching
and in the process of encouraging young women to pursue a career in science. She is a former member of the
Board of Trustees of Radcliffe College. She has over 14 years of industry experience, working on both the
over-the-counter OTC and prescription Rx sides. She received a B. With these groups, she has organized and
participated in many panels and conferences focusing on education and career opportunities for women in
science and health care issues of importance to women. She has also held technical and management positions
at Polaroid Corporation and the Aluminum Corporation of America. She received her B. Currently, she serves
on the Math and Physical Sciences Advisory Board of the National Science Foundation, She is the author of
over articles and presentations in areas of technology leadership and management, strategic planning,
diversity, polymer chemistry, and electron spectroscopy. Gutman is a graduate of Temple University, with a
B. Her responsibilities include developing global strategies for diversity and community relations.
Additionally, she is the Executive Director of the Motorola Foundation. Her areas of expertise include global
workforce diversity, succession planning, and organizational development. She has written numerous articles
and is an international speaker on diversity. Gutman has spoken before the Council of Europe and the Swedish
Institute to enhance their understanding of strategic development as related to diversity. Dudley Herschbach
received his B. Lee and John C. Professor Herschbach has published over research papers. His current
research is devoted to molecular beam studies of reaction stereodynamics, inter- molecular forces in liquids,
and a dimensional scaling approach to electronic structure. Hoffman-Kim received her Ph. In postdoctoral
research that began in the Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences at MIT, and now at Harvard University
and the Bunting Institute, she has been examining the molecular mechanisms that underlie neuronal
development and regeneration. Her other professional interests include research ethics and the success of
women in science. He obtained his Ph. His chief interests are the history and philosophy of science, the
physics of matter at high pressure, and the study of career paths of young scientists. Her more than papers,
book chapters, books, and monographs reflect her research on the endocrine control of fluid and electrolyte
metabolism and the physiological effects of space flight. For her scientific and executive achievements, Dr.
Federation of Cosmonautics for her contribution to the U. She received her undergraduate degree from Illinois
Wesleyan University and her Ph. She was awarded a Ph. Kloepper-Sams has published over 30 scientific
articles and has led teams providing the industry perspective on environmental issues to the European Union,
Canada, and the United States. Barbara Lazarus is Associate Provost at Carnegie Mellon University, where
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she is responsible for developing academic policies and supervising academic sup- port programs for
undergraduate and graduate students. An educational anthro- pologist, Dr. Her most recent books are Journeys
of Women in Science and Engineering: Before going to the NIH, she was an Assistant Professor at
Georgetown University, where she researched how various inflammatory compounds cause cell injury and sex
differences in heart disease. Maddox has written more than 40 papers and abstracts and is a member of the
American Physiological Society and the New York Academy of Sciences. She was recently a guest of the
World Health Organization, attending an international conference in Cairo. She also partici- pated in the
second World Health Organization meeting held in Geneva. Mattis also directs a number of proprietary
research projects, as requested by individual Fortune companies and international professional firms. Recent
Catalyst reports of research designed and conducted by Dr. Mattis include Know the Territory:
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Content Introduction stablished in , the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences currently grants degrees in 57
departments, divisions, and committees in the humanities, natural sciences, and social sciences. This book
outlines those requisites to obtaining a higher degree, along with the current research interests of faculty
members. The Harvard Integrated Life Sciences HILS is a federation of programs, departments, and subject
areas that oversees all PhD education in the life sciences, and integrates twelve life sciences graduate
programs and subject areas across four Harvard faculties: Each ad hoc committee ordinarily consists of four
faculty members, three of whom must be members of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, representing at least
two established departments. A student must have completed a full year of graduate study at Harvard and
achieved an outstanding academic record in an established PhD degree program in order to apply to establish
an ad hoc PhD program. Many departments also maintain web pages with additional information. Byzantine
Studies, Medieval Studies There are many other reasons why this is intellectually necessary: These general
points can be illustrated by various iconic examples: It is this interdisciplinary, comparative, cross-national
approach to African American subjects in the humanities and the social sciences that makes our PhD program
unique. Students study these topics from a variety of disciplinary perspectives, participating in graduate
seminars in anthropology, government, history, literature, and sociology, for example. Thus, they are able to
ask and answer questions from a wider variety of perspectives than traditional disciplinary approaches allow.
This interdisciplinary approach enables a student to produce richly contextualized analyses while retaining a
principle focus within one discipline. Since Harvard was the pioneer among American universities in the study
of Africa at the beginning of the 20th century, there are strong intellectual and historical reasons for having a
strong African Studies program here. The study of Africa is in fact already part of the literature and discourse
across many disciplines in the Humanities and Social Sciences. Historians have long studied African history,
ranging from pre-colonial studies drawing on both oral traditions and written sources to exploration of
colonial and post-colonial periods. For anthropology, sociology, and political science, Africa has provided
major subjects of research and study as well as a source of comparative data. African Studies incorporates
concerns with many of the central issues and problems of present-day scholarship. The history of the
continent, in particular the impact of the colonial period on indigenous peoples and polities, demands close
attention as it constructed borders and boundaries in relationship to indigenous ethnic, religious, or national
identities. Many disciplines have begun to recognize the importance of indigenous African knowledge systems
and practices to the global discourse in areas of natural resources, environment, healing practices, spirituality,
and cultural creativity. Work in African Studies brings to the fore questions about well-worn categories such
as tradition, modernization, westernization, and secularization. The Harvard Graduate Program emphasizes
both the local and global dimensions of African Studies, at once seeking to convey a broad understanding of
African history and culture while addressing a wide array of peoples, languages, and societies past and present
on the continent. The program also seeks to recognize important national and regional entities in Africa. This
interdisciplinary corpus of scholarship is at the core of African American studies, and most serious work on
African American literature, history, culture and social, economic or political life, proceeds with an awareness
of this interdisciplinary background. Familiarity with this core at the graduate level is an important part of the
training of those who work on these topics. It draws on anthropology, sociology and intellectual history, the
history of science and philosophy, literary and cultural studies, and political science. In particular, it seeks to
look closely at the ongoing dialogue between Africa and the West, most especially the American diaspora,
both as historically constituted and as newly formed by waves of immigration in the late 20th century. It seeks
both to train scholars across the disciplines and to produce individuals who will in the future contribute to the
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discussion of social, cultural, and economic development and growth on the African continent. It seeks to
incorporate individuals from the widest range of disciplines and experiences, and to engage them with the
larger African Studies community at Harvard. It aims to introduce students to central topics and themes in
African and African American studies and to major theories and debates. This must be done no later than the
second semester of their 2nd year. Students will not be allowed to take their oral general examination unless
they satisfactorily complete a research paper. Students who have already done an equivalent course at other
institutions may be permitted to substitute graduate level work at Harvard in African and African American
history, literature, and social science, respectively, for these courses, with the consent of the DGS. Third Year
Students must have completed all course work and language requirements prior to their oral exams for their
admission to candidacy. By the end of the fall term of this year students must have completed the oral exam
described below. After consulting with the DGS, a student may change advisors. This process enables students
to develop relationships with various faculty members from whom the student will ultimately select a
dissertation committee. Second Year Students must ordinarily take at least six courses in their second year.
Students will ordinarily be required to take all of the following courses or their equivalents by the end of their
second year: No more than one Incomplete may be carried forward at any time by a graduate student in
African and African American studies. It must be made up no later than six weeks after the start of the next
term. In applying for an Incomplete, students must have signed permission from the instructor and the Director
of Graduate Studies, or the course in question may not count toward the program requirements. If students do
not complete work by the deadline, the course will not count toward the program requirements, unless there
are documented extenuating circumstances. If the committee accepts the prospectus at the exam, the student is
admitted to candidacy and begins research for the dissertation. Teaching An important element of graduate
education in the program is the experience of working as a teaching fellow in courses in African or African
American Studies. The department will assist the student in securing teaching positions. Priority for teaching
fellow positions is given to students in their third and fourth years of graduate study. Dissertation Review
During the period that a student is working on the dissertation, the student will have a primary advisor and a
Dissertation Committee. Each term the student will consult with and report to the Dissertation Committee,
which will in turn report to the Committee on Graduate Studies as to the progress toward completion of the
dissertation. The primary advisor is the chair of the Dissertation Committee and must be a member of the
Faculty of Arts and Sciences. In addition, at least one other member of the Dissertation Committee must be a
member of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences. Upon approval of the dissertation by the Dissertation Committee,
the department, student, and the Dissertation Committee will agree upon a date for the dissertation defense.
Completion of the dissertation is ordinarily expected by the end of the sixth year. The Dissertation Defense is
an oral examination open to any member of the University at which the Dissertation Committee leads in
questioning the candidate on his or her work. Upon completion of the oral examination, the members of the
graduate committee will consult with the Dissertation Committee and vote as to whether the candidate should
be recommended for the PhD degree in African and African American Studies and whether the candidate
passed with distinction. During the period between admission to candidacy and submission of the dissertation,
the dissertation committee is asked whether the candidate is making satisfactory progress and has to certify in
writing when the candidate has completed two draft chapters. Once the student has passed the oral exam, he or
she prepares a written prospectus. The Dissertation Prospectus Ordinarily the orals committee then becomes
the dissertation committee, but students may reform their committee at this stage. The dissertation committee
is responsible for approving the prospectus, and this should ordinarily be completed and ac- Programs of
Study 3 Faculty in the Program Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham, Victor S. Bhabha, Anne F Rothenberg
Professor. Geyser University Professor Further information regarding study in the program may be obtained
by contacting: Since its inception, the department, in spite of its relatively small size, has trained a
disproportionately large number of the major anthropological scholars in the United States and the world.
Tozzer Library continue to be the major resource bases for anthropology in the University. The Tozzer, with
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its , volumes, is the only anthropology library that indexes articles by both subject and author. In addition to its
distinguished collections, the Peabody Museum houses the anthropology department which has laboratory
facilities in mass spectrometry, genetics, paleontology, skeletal biology, reproductive ecology and nutritional
ecology. Members of the Department of Anthropology often coordinate their research with other faculties in
the University and encourage their students to tailor programs to their individual interests, drawing on all
assets of the University. Additional research opportunities at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston
University, Brandeis, and other educational institutions in the Boston area are available to faculty and students
of the department through a coordinated program of facility sharing. Fieldwork or lab work, essential
components of graduate training in the department, is available to students as participants on
Harvard-sponsored projects or through individual projects. Awards are reviewed annually and are contingent
upon students making satisfactory progress in their programs. Eligible applicants are encouraged to investigate
these funding opportunities early in the application season. Anthropology students are eligible for Harvard
grants, including summer or termtime research awards, traveling fellowships, and dissertation completion
awards. Many students also receive support from such sources as the Social Science Research Council, the
National Science Foundation, the Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research, Foreign Language
and Area Studies fellowships, and scholarships offered by other departments or research centers in the
University. An exception to this general rule will be made for applicants to the medical anthropology program.
As the statutes of the University state that at least one year of residence at the full tuition rate is required for
each Harvard degree, those students who take a Harvard AM are reminded that when they continue for the
PhD, they must complete an additional year of residence in the Harvard Graduate School at the full tuition
rate. Previous concentration in anthropology is not required. All applicants are required to take the aptitude
tests of the Graduate Record Examinations. Program of Study Archaeology and Social Anthropology have
their own programs of study and examination procedures. Students apply to one of these programs. Academic
Residence Minimum of two years of full-time study up to 16 half-courses or equivalent. Admission The
application for admission may be obtained and submitted at www. Archaeology The principal objectives of
the graduate program in archaeology are to provide 1 informed, critical examinations of core issues in
Programs of Study 5 archaeology, 2 comprehensive training in principal methods and theories of
anthropologically oriented archaeology, and 3 direction and support for PhD candidates preparing for research
and teaching positions in a wide variety of domains of archaeological practice. While students who wish to
pursue PhD training in any area of expertise are invited to apply to the program, there are several domains of
particular strength in terms of faculty interests, departmental facilities, and institutional resources. Principal
strengths in archaeology at Harvard include: The expectation is that the student will be able to complete the
program in six years. Each student will have a faculty advisor, whose research interests will be close to those
of the student. The purpose of these meetings is to review proposed plans of study, completion of the language
and other requirements, and overall progress in the program. The progress of each student will be assessed
annually by the archaeology faculty, and this appraisal will be communicated to the candidate. An overall B
average is expected of the student. Incomplete INC grades are expected to be made up on time by the end of
the following term. In addition, and as part of the 16 half-course requirement, the following seminar must be
taken prior to the prospectus defense: In addition, research time Time R can be utilized with advisor and
advisory committee approval as part of the 16 half-course requirement. Students are expected to obtain
competence in quantitative methods or computer applications e. General Examination Near the end of the third
term of graduate study there will be general examinations. These examinations will consist of written and oral
components pertaining to important issues in world archaeology. Dissertation Prospectus and Special Exam A
dissertation topic is developed in consultations among the student, the principal advisor, and other appropriate
scholars. The dissertation prospectus consists of a proposal that describes the research on which the
dissertation will be based. It should include a statement of the problem s and topic s to be addressed and
should relate how the student intends to address them. The prospectus normally should be no longer than
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twenty doublespaced typewritten pages of text and include relevant visual and bibliographic materials as well
as details on possible funding sources. The student is required to have developed and submitted the prospectus
to each member of the examining committee at least two weeks before this examination.
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